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           Mauk Fishing Stuff        LURE SAFE ™  
            Complete up to date catalog 07/24/2017 

COVERS, SLEEVES, POLE WRAPS AND CLEAR 3 RING BINDERS  

How to read this catalog:   

After the part # the first number is always the width the second being 

the height and always in inches, the first set being the overall size then = 

is useable size when folded for use. If an a follows the part number it is a 

combo pack. Our colors are CLEAR, BLUE, MAROON and WHITE with the 

new polyvinyl mesh in White, Blue and Red 

#1- 6.5x8.5= 3 x8 - comes in all our colors-  Clear-  797698765327   Blue- 

797698765783   Maroon-  797698765790 White-  797698765776 

#2- 6.5x4=3x3 comes in all our colors- Clear- 797698785882 Blue- 797698785851  

Maroon- 797698785868 White-  797698785844 

#3- 6.5x6.5= 3x6 comes in all our colors-   Clear-  797698785905 Blue- 797698785899  

Maroon-  797698786001 White- 797698785998 

#4- 8.5x10 =4x9 dodger cover, comes in all our colors-  Clear-  797698785875  Blue-  

797698785813  Maroon-  797698785820  White-  797698785806 

#5-10 x13.5 Flasher covers- comes in all our colors-  Clear 797698785929 Blue 

797698785912 Maroon-797698785936   White- 797698785943 

#6- 799872204158- 6 ½ x 10” comes in all our colors-  Clear- 797698785967   Blue- 

797698785950  Maroon - 797698785974  White-  797698785981 

#7- Variety 4 Pack- comes in all our colors- one each  (#4)8.5x10, (#1)6.5x8.5,  (#3) 

6.5x6.5,(#2) 6.5x4  Clear-  797698786018  Blue-  799872154248  Maroon-  799872154224  

White-  799872154231 
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#8- 6.5x13.5=3x13 comes in all our colors-  Clear-  779872204097 Blue - 

799872204080  Maroon-  799872204103 White - 799872204110 

#9- Salmon Flasher & Lure Combo Pack one each-(#5)10 x13.5 & (#1)6.5x8.5, comes in 

all our colors-  Clear-  758330999746 Blue - 799872204127 Maroon - 758330999753 

White-  603803787798 

#10 -799872204134- 2 pack-(#1) 6.5x8.5 Clear only – (online only) 

#11- 799872204141- 13.5x10=6.5x9" fits the 8” triangle flashers clear  

#12-799872204158- Salmon Cover 4 pack: (#1)6.5x8.5, (#4) 8.5x10, (#11)13.5x10, 

(#5)10x13.5 clear only 

#13-799872204165-   Complete Cover Variety 6 Pack one each of (#2)6.5x4, 

(#3)6.5x6.5, (#1)6.5x8.5, (#4)8.5x10, (#11)13.5x10, (#5)10x13.5-  

#14- Sockeye Dodger & Lure cover combo pack one each of (#3)6.5x6.5, and 

(#4)8.5x10 and come in all 4 colors Clear- 799872204172 Blue- 709445997752  Maroon- 

709445997769  White- 709445997776 

#15-758330999760- 8.5x8.5 = 4x8 clear only  

#16- 758330999784- 10x8.5 clear only   

#17-60380378712- 16 x10 =7.5x9-fits LARGE LEO flasher and large triangle flashers    

clear only   

#18- 603803787729- 10x7=4.5x6 fits SMALL LEO and large spinner baits  
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#19- 660380378773 -  6.5x11 kokanee dodger sleeve 2 ¼”WIDE 5 pockets no Hook 

and Loop fasteners -fits in all 3 size  binders, #30, #31, #32 and fits to the very edge on the 

#30 smaller binder same size pockets as the #22 

#20- 603803787743-  5.5x13-2”wide 6 pockets sleeve clear NO Hook and Loop 

fasteners the #21 and #27 are the same size pockets with the #27 only having 5 pockets 

and the #20 does not have hook and loop fasteners 

#21-603803787750- 5x12-2”wide 6 pockets sleeve Hook and Loop fasteners - same 

size pockets as the #27 - fits the #31 and #32 binders 

#21vmr-670534972861- vinyl mesh series. These have the poly vinyl mesh on the 

rear and clear vinyl on the front.  5 x12- 2”- 6 pocket sleeve with hook and loop fasteners 

sewn on. This fits our #31 and #32 binders 

#21vmb-670534972878 vinyl mesh series. These have the poly vinyl mesh on the rear 

and clear vinyl on the front.  5 x12- 2”- 6 pocket sleeve with hook and loop fasteners sewn 

on. This fits our #31 and #32 binders 

#21vmw-670534972885 vinyl mesh series. These have the poly vinyl mesh on the rear 

and clear vinyl on the front.  5 x12- 2”- 6 pocket sleeve with hook and loop fasteners sewn 

on. This fits our #31 and #32 binders 

#22- 603803787767- Red thread-6.5 x 12- 2 ¼” WIDE 5 pockets with Hook and Loop 

fasteners (changed from 6 pockets) this will fit in all three size binders #30, #31, and #32 

fits to the very edge on the #30 smaller binder.   The #22 and the #19 sleeves are the same 

size pockets -2 ¼ wide with the #19 not having the Hook and Loop fasteners nor the 

grommets 

#22/vmw-670534972694 White mesh, New vinyl mesh series same size as the regular 

#22 but with mesh on rear and clear vinyl on front. Fits all binders 

#22/vmb 670534972700 Blue mesh New vinyl mesh series same size as the regular #22 

but with mesh on rear and clear vinyl on front. Fits all our binders 
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#22/vmr -670534972717 Red mesh New vinyl mesh series same size as the regular #22 

but with mesh on rear and clear vinyl on front. Fits all our binders 

#23- 603803787774-  Herring dodger sleeve 12.5 x10 – 4- 3”  pockets Hook and Loop 

fasteners, these  fit in our new  #31 and #32  3 ring binders  

This has a revised 3/9/17 no grommets and the binding holes are on the side not in the 

pockets and size is still the same, but is not in production but have for sale as long as 

inventory lasts, please request if you want this revised item 

23/vmw-670534972663 Herring dodger sleeve 12.5 x10 – 4- 3”  pockets Hook and 

Loop fasteners, these  fit in our new  #31 and #32  3 ring binders .White mesh-this is made 

with the new mesh on the rear clear vinyl on the front.  Same size as the regular #23. 

#23/vmb-670534972670   Herring dodger sleeve 12.5 x10 – 4- 3”  pockets Hook and 

Loop fasteners, these  fit in our new  #31 and #32  3 ring binders Blue mesh-this is made 

with the new mesh on the rear clear vinyl on the front.  Same size as the regular #23. 

#23/vmr 670534972687 Herring dodger sleeve 12.5 x10 – 4- 3”  pockets Hook and 

Loop fasteners,  this is made with the new mesh on the rear clear vinyl on the front.  Same 

size as the regular #23.  These  fit in our new  #31 and #32 clear 3 ring binders  

#24- 603803787781- Large Flasher Sleeve 3- 4” x 12” pockets-12 ½ x13 overall size. 

Hook and Loop fasteners, fits  our #32 large binders  

#24vmw- 614405126649 Large Flasher Sleeve with 3-4” pockets overall size is 12 ½ 

x13 with hook and lop fasters This is the NEW vm (vinyl-mesh) series  

#24vmb –614405126656 Large Flasher Sleeve with 3-4” pockets overall size is 12 ½ 

x13 with hook and loop fasters. Grommets for  binders. This is the NEW vm (vinyl-mesh) 

series with blue mesh fits our #32 binder 

#24vmr –670534972656  Large Flasher Sleeve with 3-4” pockets overall size is 12 ½ 

x13 with hook and loop fasters. Grommets for binders. This is the NEW vm (vinyl-mesh) 

series with blue mesh fits our #32 binder  
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#25- 603803787804- 13.5 wide x 8"=6"wide by 7” long, fits the New MEDIUM LEO 

Flasher and Large Spinner Bait Size, clear only 

#26-758330999760- Spinner Bait Cover  8.5x6 fits the American spinner baits used by 

BASS fishermen clear only , see #35 and #35a for sleeves (jackets) to hold these covers. 

#27- 709445997745- 5-2”x 5” pocket sleeve – Hook and Loop fasteners, same size 

pockets as #20 and #21, this fits in all 3 sizes of binders but made to fit our #30 binder 

sleeve and holds the small dodgers and blades 

#27/vmr-670534972724-vinyl mesh series  polyvinyl mesh on rear and clear vinyl 

on front 5-2”x 5” pocket sleeve – Hook and Loop fasteners, same size pockets as #20 and 

#21, this fits in all 3 sizes of binders but made to fit our #30 binder  sleeve and holds the 

small dodgers and blades 

#27/vmb-670534972731- vinyl mesh series  polyvinyl mesh on rear and clear vinyl 

on front 5-2”x 5” pocket sleeve – Hook and Loop fasteners, same size pockets as #20 and 

#21, this fits in all 3 sizes of binders but made to fit our #30 binder  sleeve and holds the 

small dodgers and blades 

#27/vmw-670534972748- vinyl mesh series  polyvinyl mesh on rear and clear vinyl 

on front 5-2”x 5” pocket sleeve – Hook and Loop fasteners, same size pockets as #20 and 

#21, this fits in all 3 sizes of binders but made to fit our #30 binder  sleeve and holds the 

small dodgers and blades 

#28- 709445997783- 13.5 x 13.5 all colors  

#29- 709445997790-   8.5 x13.5 comes in all our colors-not in production but still have 

inventory to sell   

#30- 709445997806- CLEAR BINDER small 11 ½ x 8 ½ , fits sleeves 

#19,#22,#27,#,#43,#44 
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#31- 709445997813- CLEAR BINDER medium 12 ½ x 10  fits sleeves #19, #20, #21, 

#22, #23,#27, #43,#44 

#32- 709445997820- CLEAR BINDER large 12 ½ x12 ½  fits all sizes of our sleeves 

#33/6 614405126410-- #3 Cover 6 Pocket Holder 6- 3 ¾  x 6”  open pocket sleeve. 

Made to hold #3 covers.  Fits our large #32 binder.. same width pockets as the #24 sleeve 

with a seam sewn down the middle to make 6-6” pockets  

#33/6a-614405126595-#3 Cover 6 Pocket Holder combo pack same as #33/6 and 

includes 6 #3 covers fits the #32 binder 

#33/9 – 614405126427=Small Cover Keeper 9 Pocket 12 ½ x13 sleeve  makes 9- 3 ¾ 

”wide x 4” high pockets with the binder holes on the side with pockets facing up. fits the 

large #32 binder, these will fit the #2 covers for storage see #33-9a for that combo pack 

part  number- This  is the new F&R series (fold up roll up series) 

#33/9a-614405126496 Small Cover Keeper 9 Pocket combo 

pack- this is the #33-9 sleeve with 9 or the #2c covers  I am not going to make #33/9r any more 

after the ones in inventory are gone that is it-  

#33/9r-(revised)614405126571- Small Cover Keeper 9 Pocket NEW--- 

2/14/17-  pockets are 4” wide by 3.5 high open pockets 

#33/9ra- 614405126588 Small Cover Keeper 9 Pocket combo comes with 

9 #2 covers 

#33/12- 614405126434=12-4”x3” pocket sleeve 12.5x13  sleeve same size sleeve as 

33 but with 12 pockets- 9 at 4x3 and the top at 4 x2 fits the large #32 binder  

#34-709445997837- 3 Pocket Sleeve– holds our covers that have the lure 

inside11.5 wide by 9” high with 3- 3 ¾ pockets fit the #30 small binder- Made to store my 

#1 covers into that are loaded with  the lures. No hook and loop or grommets. This is the 

new F&R series (fold up roll up series) The sleeve is FREE when you buy the 3 #1 covers 
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#34a=614405126519- 3 Pocket Sleeve combo pack this is the #34 

sleeve with 3 #1 covers This  is the new F&R series (fold up roll up 

series) FITS ALL THE BINDERS!! The sleeve is FREE when you buy 

the 3 #1 covers 

#35- 614405126465- 4 Pocket Spinner Bait Jacket 10½ x 11 high with 4-5” 

pockets.. Fits into #32 binder, fits the #26- covers for storage. The sleeve is FREE when the 

4 #26 covers are purchased see the #35a  

#35a- 614405126526 4 Pocket Spinner Bait Jacket combo this is the #35 sleeve with 4- 

#26 covers included This  is the new F&R series (fold up roll up series) The sleeve is FREE 

when the 4 #26 covers are purchased 

#35/8= 614405126489- 8 Pocket Spinnerbait Jacket this is same as 35 but the holes 

face up and has 4 extra pockets this is the new F&R series (fold up roll up series) The 

sleeve is FREE when the 8 #26 covers are purchased 

#35/8a=614405126533-8 Pocket Spinnerbait Jacket combo- this is the 

#35-8 sleeve with 8-#26 covers included This  is the new F&R series (fold up roll up series) 

The sleeve is FREE when the 8 #26 covers are purchased 

#36- 614405126472-Flasher and Lure Cover 4 Pocket Holder Sleeve. This sleeve   

is23”x13” with 4- 5 ½  x12” pockets, These will fit the #5 covers that are also have the #1 

cover loaded with tackle. .this is to store the large flasher and lure with the pole wraps on.  

This is the new F&R series (fold up roll up series) 

#36a-614405126502 combo pack- Flasher and Lure Cover 4 Pocket Holder Sleeve 

this is the #36 sleeve with 4 of the #5 covers and 4 of the #1 covers included.. is the new 

F&R series (fold up roll up series) FREE when the covers are purchased 

#37-614405126540- 3 #1 Cover Holder 12”x12”=3- 4” pockets sleeve will fit the #32 

binder and is the new F&R series (fold up roll up series) 
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#38-614405126557- MEGA SLEEVE-14 open pockets 3 ¾ x9” new F&R series 

53”x10” overall size FREE when the 14-#1 covers are purchased 

#38a-614405126564- #1  MEGA SLEEVE combo-this combo pack has 1- #38 sleeve -

14  #1 covers included, clear unless otherwise specified, I will mix match my colors by 

request only. F&R series (fold up roll up series) The sleeve is FREE when purchasing the 

14 #1 covers 

#39-614405126458 - Kokanee Dodger 20 Pocket Jacket -pockets are 2 ¼ x 6 ½ has 

hook and loop at each end with binder holes as well. Fits our #32 binder 

#39vmw -670534972793 Kokanee Dodger 20 Pocket Jacket – 2 ¼ wide x 6 ½ high 

open pocket sleeve our vinyl mesh series. This is has polyvinyl mesh on the rear and clear 

vinyl on the front . With a rope handle on the top. 

39vmr-670534972809 Kokanee Dodger 20 Pocket Jacket – 2 ¼ wide x 6 ½ high open 

pocket sleeve our vinyl mesh series. This is has polyvinyl mesh on the rear and clear vinyl 

on the front. With a rope handle on the top. 

39vmb-670534972816 Kokanee Dodger 20 Pocket Jacket – 2 ¼ wide x 6 ½ high open 

pocket sleeve our vinyl mesh series. This is has polyvinyl mesh on the rear and clear vinyl 

on the front. With a rope handle on the top. 

#40-670534972885 -Pro Troll 6 Pocket Sleeve- has 6 -4” x 12” open pockets with 

velcro top and bottom with  binder holes top and bottom ---fits #32 binder and has velcro 

fasteners at top and bottom. 

#41- 614405126601  Binder and Sleeve Combo Pack one each our #30 binders with 4 

sleeves- one each of our #19, #22, #27, and #34 sleeves 

#42-614405126618- 2 Open Pocket Tackle Keeper same as #23 but with only 2 -6” 

wide by 9” pockets with velcro closure  and grommets.  

#43-670534972823 Kokanee 10 Pocket Sleeve 10 -2 ¼ wide x 6 “high pocket sleeve 

clear vinyl roll up or fold up with hook and loop fasteners and grommets. With a rope 

handle on the top.  These fit in all on our binders 
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#43vmw-white 614405126625 Kokanee 10 Pocket Sleeve. The new vinyl and mesh 

series V&M Series. It has the polyvinyl on the rear and clear vinyl on the front This sleeve 

is the same size as our #39 with 2 ¼ open pockets but only has 10 pockets and hook and 

loop on each end with grommets. With a rope handle on the top.  Width-13 ½ x11 ½  

overall size, weight 3 ½  oz fits our #30, 31, 32 binders these fold in ½  for storage in 

containers and binders. Shipping size is 7”x11 ½ ”x 3/8” 3 ½ oz. These fit in all on our 

binders 

#43vmr- red 670534972755 Kokanee 10 Pocket Sleeve. V&M Series. It has the 

polyvinyl on the rear and clear vinyl on the front .This sleeve is the same size as our #39  

but only has 10 pockets and hook and loop on each end with grommets. With a rope handle 

on the top. These fit in all of our binders 

43vmb- blue 670534972762 Kokanee 10 Pocket Sleeve. V&M Series. It has the 

polyvinyl on the rear and clear vinyl on the front .This sleeve is the same size as our #39 

but only has 10 pockets and hook and loop on each end with grommets. With a rope handle 

on the top. These fit in all of our binders 

#44vmw-white 614405126632- Open 4 Pocket Sleeve    4 -5.5”w x 6” open 

pockets 13.5w x 11.5 high over all size sleeve.  Clear vinyl on front & polyvinyl mesh on 

rear. Has hook and loop fasteners on top and bottom with grommets. With a rope handle 

on the top.  The new vinyl and mesh series V&M Series, these fold in ½  and fits our 

#30,31,32 binders as well as open compartment containers.  Shipping size is 7” x 11 ½ ” 

weight 3oz.  

44 vmr-670534972861 Open 4 Pocket Sleeve  4 -5 ½ ”w x 6” open pockets 13 ½ w x 11 

½  high over all size sleeve.  Clear vinyl on front & polyvinyl mesh on rear. Has hook and 

loop fasteners on top and bottom with grommets. With a rope handle on the top. The new 

vinyl and mesh series V&M Series, these fold in ½  and fits our #30,31,32 binders as well as 

open compartment containers.  Shipping size is 7” x 11.5” weight 3oz 

44vmb-670534972878- Open 4 Pocket Sleeve  4 - 6” open pockets 13 ½ w x 11 ½  high 

over all size sleeve.  Clear vinyl on front & polyvinyl mesh on rear. Has hook and loop 

fasteners on top and bottom with grommets. With a rope handle on the top.  The new vinyl 

and mesh series V&M Series, these fold in ½  and fits our #30,31,32 binders as well as open 

compartment containers.  Shipping size is 7” x 11 ½ ” weight 3oz 
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#45-670534972786- Walleye Bottom Walker Keeper- 6 pocket roll up sleeve. Clear 

vinyl with hook and loop closure when rolled or folded. These also may  have grommets top 

and bottom  for 3 ring binders 27”long (wide) and 14” high 4 pockets are 4”x14” and 2 

pockets are 4 ¾ wide. With a rope handle on the top.  Shipping Weight 8 oz shipping size is 

5”x14” folded x 1” 

#45vmw-670534972830-Walleye Bottom Walker Keeper- this is the vinyl mesh 

series with white polyvinyl mesh on the rear and clear vinyl on the front with hook and 

loop fasteners  this folds up  or rolls up for storage There are 6 4” x14” open pockets . With 

a rope handle on the top. Shipping Weight 8 oz. shipping size is 5”x14” folded x 1” 

#45vmr-670534972847- Austin’s Walleye Bottom Walker Keeper- this is the 

vinyl mesh series with polyvinyl mesh on the rear and clear vinyl on the front with hook 

and loop fasteners this folds up  or rolls up for storage There are 6 4” x14” open pockets. 

With a rope handle on the top. Shipping Weight 8 oz. shipping size is 5”x14” folded x 1” 

#45vmb-670534972854- Walleye Bottom Walker Keeper- this is the vinyl 

mesh series with polyvinyl mesh on the rear and clear vinyl on the front with hook and 

loop fasteners  this folds up  or rolls up for storage There are 6 4” x14” open pockets . With 

a rope handle on the top.  Shipping Weight 8 oz. shipping size is 5”x14” folded x1” 

#46vmr-670534972915-Ron’s 16 pocket 8” Dodger Sleeve vinyl mesh series.  Our 

local guide Reel-lentless  guide  service asked for a sleeve to hold his sockeye dodgers. This 

is designed like our #39 kokanee dodge sleeve. This  folds in the middle like our #39. The 

pockets are 3” wide by 10” high with velcro on each end and grommet’s and a rope handle 

on the top. This holds the 8” metal dodgers 

#46vmw-670534972908- 16 pocket 8” Dodger Sleeve vinyl mesh series. vinyl 

mesh series.  Our local guide Reel-lentless  guide  service asked for a sleeve to hold his 

sockeye dodgers. This is designed like our #39 kokanee dodge sleeve. This  folds in the 

middle like our #39. The pockets are 3” wide by 10” high with velcro on each end and 

grommet’s and a rope handle on the top. This holds the 8” metal dodgers 

#46vmb-670534972915- 16 pocket 8” Dodger Sleeve vinyl mesh series. vinyl 

mesh series.  Our local guide Reel-lentless  guide  service asked for a sleeve to hold his 

sockeye dodgers. This is designed like our #39 kokanee dodge sleeve. This  folds in the 
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middle like our #39. The pockets are 3” wide by 10” high with velcro on each end and 

grommet’s and a rope handle on the top. This holds the 8” metal dodgers 

#47-670534972922-MEGA Plastic Flasher Keeper 13 Pocket Sleeve, this will hold 

13 large pro troll 11” flashers . Has 13 -4” x 12” pockets with  grommets and velcro and a 8” 

rope handle. 

#48 –670534972946- 8”-8 Open Pocket Dodger Keeper , open pocket Holds 

0 size metal and plastic dodgers and flashers 

#49-670534972939- #3 Cover Mega 13 Pocket Sleeve for our #3 covers- 

The pockets are 4”wide and 7” high. This is the whole strip of vinyl with 13 

pockets sewn in and has velcro on the ends with grommets and 8” rope handle 

Clear vinyl – this sleeve is FREE when the 13 #3 covers are purchased now 

with a shock cord handle to keep the cover closed . 

#49a- 670534972953- #3 Covers Mega 13 Pocket Sleeve Combo with 

the 13 -#3 covers that fit in to this FREE cover   

#50vmw – 670534972960- 20-2”x5” Pocket 4” Dodger Sleeve.  Vinyl 

mesh. Same type as the #39 and 46.  Fits the small dodgers  

#50vmr-670534972977-20-2”x5” Pocket 4” Dodger Sleeve. 

#50vmb-670534972984-20-2”x5” Pocket 4” Dodger Sleeve 


